Media Summary 8 – 14 August 2015
Coverage
Bristol Post – A-level results 2015: All courses available through clearing at University of the
West of England
The Guardian - Choosing your university course during clearing pick a passion
Independent – Clearing 2015 student living is as important as studying
On Rec – The future looks bright for eight trainees at platinum firm
ESRC – New impacts from ‘old’ data
Arts Council – Cultural youth programme Bristol builds sustainable community shelter
News Medical – UWE Bristol signs up for latest version of simulated Eclipse Radiotherapy
Treatment Planning System
Broadcast
Scott Ellis presenter for BBC Points West was at UWE to cover Clearing. Along with how well clearing
had gone he covered the growth in students numbers coming to UWE, highlighting our new facilities
– Student Union, Wallscourt Residences and the new Faculty of Business and Law. Professor Jane
Harrington - Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Katie Jenkins – Director of Future Students, Lauren Conen – SU
Vice-President, Keith Hicks – Director of Corporate Relations and Susanne Alderman - Admissions
were all interviewed. The article can be viewed on this evenings BBC Points West at 6.30pm this
evening.
BBC One’s Gadget Show came to film Open Bionics this week in the Bristol Robotics Laboratory.
Roger Conlon and Louise Jennings (ACE) gave interviews to SAM Radio FM and Made in Bristol TV
this week about the major investment and redevelopment of Bower Ashton.
Dr Lauren Devine and Stephen Parker (LAW) helped the BBC this week giving them an overview and
understanding of what the rules are in regards to child protection in relations to schools.
Professor Tony Pipe and Farid Dailami (FET) were filmed by Panorama for a programme on AI due
for broadcast on 14 September. The programme is about robotics in manufacturing and how AI
could/will potentially affect the way we work.
Dr Lisa Harrison (ACE) discussed young people’s political engagement on ITV News West Country on
Wednesday 12 August, this can be viewed here - http://www.fixers.org.uk/news/1293411208/political-education-fix-on-itv.php

